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The Christian God 1994-10-06
what is it for there to be a god and what reason is there for supposing him to conform
to the claims of christian doctrine in this pivotal volume of his tetralogy richard
swinburne builds a rigorous metaphysical system for describing the world and applies
this to assessing the worth of the christian tenets of the trinity and the incarnation
part i is dedicated to analysing the categories needed to address accounts of the
divine nature these are substance cause time and necessity part ii begins by setting
out in terms of these categories the fundamental doctrine of western religions that
there is a god after pointing out some of the different ways in which this doctrine can
be developed swinburne spells out the simplest possible account of divine nature he
then goes on to clarify the implications of this account for the specifically christian
doctrines of the trinity that god is three persons in one substance and of the
incarnation that god became incarnate in jesus christ swinburne finds that there are
good reasons to believe the christian additions to the core western idea of god the
christian god builds upon swinburne s acclaimed previous work to form a self contained
text which will no doubt become a classic in the philosophy of religion

Is There a God? 1996
richard swinburne one of the leading figures in philosophy of religion argues here that
science provides good grounds for belief in god using scientific reasoning he discusses
why the universe exists and why there is life on earth

The Existence of God 2004-03-25
richard swinburne presents a substantially rewritten and updated edition of his most
celebrated book no other work has made a more powerful case for the probability of the
existence of god swinburne gives a rigorous and penetrating analysis of the most
important arguments for theism the cosmological argument arguments from the existence
of laws of nature and the fine tuning of the universe from the occurrence of
consciousness and moral awareness and from miracles and religious experience he claims
that while none of these arguments are deductively valid they do give inductive support
to theism and that even when the argument from evil is weighed against them taken
together they offer good grounds to support the probability that there is a god the
overall structure of the discussion and its conclusion have been retained for this new
edition but much has been changed in order to strengthen the argumentation and to take
account of swinburne s subsequent work on the nature of consciousness and the problem
of evil and of the latest philosophical and scientific writing especially in respect of
the laws of nature and the argument from fine tuning this is now the definitive version
of a classic in the philosophy of religion

The Coherence of Theism 2016
this substantially revised second edition of a classic text in philosophy of religion
explores what it means and whether it is coherent to say that there is a god swinburne
takes account of new developments in the debate over the past 40 years and develops his
views on central claims about the nature of god in light of recent discussion

Was Jesus God? 2023
richard swinburne argues compellingly that if there is a god then the main doctrines
which the christian church teaches about god are very probably true in particular he
shows that there is strong philosophical support for the belief that jesus while
remaining god acquired a human nature and lived on earth for 30 years as a human being

The God Delusion 2016-05-19
the god delusion caused a sensation when it was published in 2006 within weeks it
became the most hotly debated topic with dawkins himself branded as either saint or
sinner for presenting his hard hitting impassioned rebuttal of religion of all types
his argument could hardly be more topical while europe is becoming increasingly
secularized the rise of religious fundamentalism whether in the middle east or middle
america is dramatically and dangerously dividing opinion around the world in america
and elsewhere a vigorous dispute between intelligent design and darwinism is seriously
undermining and restricting the teaching of science in many countries religious dogma
from medieval times still serves to abuse basic human rights such as women s and gay
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rights and all from a belief in a god whose existence lacks evidence of any kind
dawkins attacks god in all his forms he eviscerates the major arguments for religion
and demonstrates the supreme improbability of a supreme being he shows how religion
fuels war foments bigotry and abuses children the god delusion is a brilliantly argued
fascinating polemic that will be required reading for anyone interested in this most
emotional and important subject

The God Who May Be 2001-10-03
kearney is one of the most exciting thinkers in the english speaking world of
continental philosophy and he joins hands with its fundamental project asking the
question what or who comes after the god of metaphysics john d caputo engaging some of
the most urgent issues in the philosophy of religion today in this lively book richard
kearney proposes that instead of thinking of god as actual god might best be thought of
as the possibility of the impossible by pulling away from biblical perceptions of god
and breaking with dominant theological traditions kearney draws on the work of ricoeur
levinas derrida heidegger and others to provide a surprising and original answer to who
or what god might be for kearney the intersecting dimensions of impossibility propel
religious experience and faith in new directions notably toward views of god that are
unforeseeable unprogrammable and uncertain important themes such as the phenomenology
of the persona the meaning of the unity of god god and desire notions of existence and
différance and faith in philosophy are taken up in this penetrating and original work
richard kearney is professor of philosophy at boston college and university college
dublin he is author of many books on modern philosophy and culture including dialogues
with contemporary continental thinkers the wake of imagination and the poetics of
modernity

An Examination of Conscience of the Understanding
2016-12-29
an examination of conscience of the understanding empirical proof of the existence of
god by richard l scott seeking his own utmost depth of comprehensive understanding the
author sets out to prove empirically that god exists the seed of proof is the birth
paradox its florescence a faith grounded in his spirituality disposed soul as
empirically real as his conscious self as mathematically certain as the probability
laws of genetic science as necessary as that the universe requires a creator for its
rational possibility as immanently intuitive as the divine allegory he mirrors the
birth paradox is the contingency of personal conscious existence on the body is there
any scientific or commonsense belief as certain of itself and yet as a practical
proposition it is an utterly impossible conjunction personal consciousness is necessary
specific to its own experience a subtly profound tautology how is it then that one s
necessary being can be dependent on a chance body

Is There a God? 1996
richard dawkins s the god delusion is one of the most serious attacks on religion in
recent times a number of highly capable authors have countered it neil s reply is
different from most he finds areas of agreement with dawkins over a number of his
assessments of religion while exposing his erroneous understanding of the nature of god
he shows that dawkins s attack on god is irrelevant even though he successfully
demolishes what he imagines is the christian god at the same time neil tries to equip
christians to come to an informed intelligent position to lose their fears of science
and to see its wonderful strengths he challenges the assumptions made particularly by
the new atheists in imagining that faith is a childish approach to origins and
furthermore that their own views are similar to some religions so that they virtually
have a god themselves tackling thorny topics like the meaning of faith miracles
morality and righteousness neil honestly appraises christian views tries to debunk
misconceptions about these topics and shows that science and faith can be mutually
enhancing

Even Dawkins Has a God 2014-08-27
this book is a thought provoking study of some issues concerning the historic calvinist
arminian debate does god know absolutely everything that s going to happen can he
foresee future moral choices and actions which have not yet been made if one s future
responses and behavior are totally foreknowable is she truly free dr richard rice
explores these and other fascinating questions which have sometimes divided christians
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the author gives new perspective on one of the most fundamental issues of the christian
faith the relationship of god to his creation and the reality and extent of human
freedom carefully scrutinizing the scriptures on this subject the author challenges the
reader to examine for himself this critical issue of theology with strong theological
background and sound biblical scholarship dr rice presents his viewpoint in a
convincing and readable style

God's Foreknowledge and Man's Free Will 2004-01-27
this influential book evaluates the arguments for the existence and nature of god that
emerged in the late twentieth century

On the Nature and Existence of God 2016-08-26
in this closely argued philosophical study theologian richard grigg claims that faith
in the united states is changing as traditional religious ideas struggle to survive in
a dynamic environment whereas a large percentage of americans still report that they
believe in god grigg shows that this belief can no longer mean what it used to mean
modern science has taken over much of the cognitive territory that used to belong to
religion and uniquely contemporary problems of theodicy threaten the believer s sense
that god is in fact in his heaven while all is right with the world increasingly
american religion survives only if relegated to the private sphere and yet a god that
is relegated to the private sphere cannot be the god that has formed the centrepiece of
the major religions of the west when god becomes goddess suggests that one way in which
americans may keep the traditional western idea of god alive paradoxically is to
embrace the goddess of feminist theology collecting a variety of feminist theologies
under the rubric of enactment theology grigg demonstrates how these theologies offer
much more than a critique of patriarchy indeed her gender aside grigg suggests that the
goddess may create an avenue through which the concept of god might be rescued from the
pressing forces of secularization

When God Becomes Goddess 2016-10-06
why does a loving god allow humans to suffer so much this is one of the most difficult
problems of religious belief richard swinburne gives a careful clear examination of
this problem and offers an answer it is because god wants more for us than just
pleasure or freedom from suffering swinburne argues that god wants humans to learn and
to love to make the choices which make great differences for good and evil to each
other to form our characters in the way we choose above all to be of great use to each
other if we are to have all this there will inevitably be suffering for the short
period of our lives on earth but because of the good that god gives to humans in this
life and because he makes it possible for us through our choice to share the life of
heaven he does not wrong us if he allows suffering providence and the problem of evil
is the final volume of richard swinburne s acclaimed tetralogy on christian doctrine it
may be read on its own as a self standing treatment of this eternal philosophical issue
readers who are interested in a unified study of the philosophical foundations of
christian belief will find it now in the tetralogy and in his trilogy on the philosophy
of theism

Providence and the Problem of Evil 1998-08-27
the latter third of the 20th century has seen the philosophical defence of theism many
philosophers were caught off guard because they assumed that metaphysics and theology
had been dealt with moreover the leaders of this renaissance were analytically rooted
philosophers upon examination however it is clear that significant developments in
philosophical theism historically have come upon the heels of breakthroughs in the core
areas of philosophy concerning meaning logic and scientific methodology cornerstones of
analytic philosophy this volume attempts to document this golden era of analytical
theism

The Existence of God 2003
a hope inspiring vision of america s future that includes stories of positive change
and addresses the possibilities of what could happen on a broader scale
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Imagine! a God-blessed America 2005
has the death of god paved the way for a new kind of religious project a more
responsible way to seek sound and love the things we call divine this book explores
this question and argues how by accepting that we know nothing about god we can
rediscover an absent holiness in our lives and reclaim an everyday divinity

Anatheism 2010
acclaimed author james reston jr s warriors of god is the rich and engaging account of
the third crusade 1187 1192 a conflict that would shape world history for centuries and
which can still be felt in the middle east and throughout the world today james reston
jr offers a gripping narrative of the epic battle that left jerusalem in muslim hands
until the twentieth century bringing an objective perspective to the gallantry greed
and religious fervor that fueled the bloody clash between christians and muslims as he
recounts this rousing story reston brings to life the two legendary figures who led
their armies against each other he offers compelling portraits of saladin the wise and
highly cultured leader who created a united empire and richard the lionheart the
romantic personification of chivalry who emerges here in his full complexity and
contradictions from its riveting scenes of blood soaked battles to its pageant of
fascinating larger than life characters warriors of god is essential history history
that helps us understand today s world

Warriors of God 2007-12-18
this book is a greatly revised and expanded edition of richard bauckham s acclaimed god
crucified monotheism and christology in the new testament 1999 which helped redirect
scholarly discussion of early christology

Jesus and the God of Israel 2008-12-15
combines professional insights along with the author s own experience and insights to
speculate on how believers can make sense of their christian faith when confronted with
tragedy and suffering

Where the Hell is God? 2010
the classic reflection of the protestant roots and ethos behind pluralistic american
and its religions today martin marty in his new introduction for the wesleyan reissue
of h richard niebuhr s the kingdom of god in america calls it a classic first published
in 1938 it remains the classic reflection of the protestant roots and ethos behind
pluralistic america and its religions today marty notes that the new raw and rich
pluralism that challenges the protestant hegemony in american life has left many
protestants longing to get back to their roots niebuhr s book perhaps more than any
other identifies and describes those roots for protestants especially
congregationalists episcopalians presbyterians methodists quakers baptists and
lutherans introduction by martin e marty

The Kingdom of God in America 1988-10
who or what comes after god in the wake of god as the last fifty years of philosophy
has shown god comes back again otherwise heidegger s last god levinas s god of infinity
derrida s and caputo s tout autre marion s god without being kearney s god who may be
sharing the common problematic of the otherness of the other the essays in this volume
represent considered responses to the recent work of richard kearney john panteleimon
manoussakis holds a ph d in philosophy from boston college he is the author of theos
philosophoumenos in greek athens 2004 and co editor of heidegger and the greeks with
drew hyland he has also translated heidegger s aufenthalte

After God 2006
get ready for an amazing journey where love becomes more possible and real in your life
there are so many conflicting arguments about god and love religion and what is right
we see people on the news using god s name or spirituality as the cause to fight for or
to cause hurt even our lives are filled with worry and inner conflict our important
relationships can be challenged what can we believe about all this what is a guide or
measuring stick richard kerr bell will give you a wonderful sense of your goodness you
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will let go fear and embrace the experience of love read this book and feel god s love
easily and gently touch you unencumbered by your past stop striving for god for love or
for the meaning of life you already have what you want and as you take the pathway into
the experience of peace you will encounter a god of love who has love you from first
sight find out why you are truly lovable and your life will change for the better

A God of Love 2012-05-01
should we believe in god in this brisk introduction to modern atheism one of the world
s greatest science writers tells us why we shouldn t richard dawkins was fifteen when
he stopped believing in god deeply impressed by the beauty and complexity of living
things he d felt certain they must have had a designer learning about evolution changed
his mind now one of the world s best and bestselling science communicators dawkins has
given readers young and old the same opportunity to rethink the big questions in twelve
fiercely funny mind expanding chapters dawkins explains how the natural world arose
without a designer the improbability and beauty of the bottom up programming that
engineers an embryo or a flock of starlings and challenges head on some of the most
basic assumptions made by the world s religions do you believe in god which one is the
bible a good book is adhering to a religion necessary or even likely to make people
good to one another dissecting everything from abraham s abuse of isaac to the
construction of a snowflake outgrowing god is a concise provocative guide to thinking
for yourself praise for outgrowing god my son came home from his first day in the sixth
grade with arms outstretched plaintively demanding to know have you ever heard of jesus
we burst out laughing maybe not our finest parenting moment given that he was genuinely
distraught he felt that he had woken up one day to a world in which his peers were
expressing beliefs he found frighteningly unreasonable he began devouring books like
the god delusion books that helped him formulate his own arguments and helped him stand
his ground dawkins s new book is special in the terrain of atheists pleas for humanism
and rationalism precisely since it speaks to those most vulnerable to the coercive
tactics of religion as dawkins himself says in the dedication this book is for all
young people when they re old enough to decide for themselves it is also i must add for
their parents janna levin author of black hole blues when someone is considering
atheism i tell them to read the bible first and then dawkins outgrowing god second only
to the bible penn jillette author of god no

Outgrowing God 2019-10-08
nature reveals a god who constantly nurtures and sustains his creation including our
own bodies in ways that we can scarcely comprehend discover the wonders of creation and
how they reveal a majestic god whose mastery of detail is evident everywhere learn to
see yourself as god sees you a treasured creation with whom he desires intimate
relationship indexed for easy reference

More Than Meets the Eye 2014-02-27
men have evolved from animals and animals from inanimate matter but what has evolved is
qualitatively different from the inanimate matter from which it began both men and the
higher animals have a mental life of sensation thought purpose desire and belief
although these mental states in part cause and are caused by brain states they are
distinct from them richard swinburne argues that we can only make sense of this
interaction by supposing that mental states are states of a soul a mental substance in
interaction with the body although both have a rich mental life human souls unlike
animal souls are capable of logical thought have moral beliefs have free will and have
an internal structure so that their beliefs and desires are formed largely by other
beliefs and desires inherent in the soul professor swinburne concludes that there is no
full scientific explanation available for the evolution of the soul and almost
certainly there never will be forthis revised edition professor swinburne has taken the
opportunity to strengthen or expand the argument in various places to take account of
certain developments in philosophy and cognitive science in the intervening years and
to add new discussion of important matters relating to the themes of the book including
connectionism and quantum theory

The Evolution of the Soul 1997
in this brief sketch mr le gallienne touches the deepest of human problems his
treatment of these themes is said to have been suggested by talks with mr and mrs hugh
price hughes and sister lily of the west london mission he represents a man and woman
as discussing the meaning of existence the woman expressing the mature christian view
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and the man failing to reconcile the fact of the world with the possible reign of a
good god the american monthly review of reviews volume 17

If I Were a God 2019-12-17
scholars universally acknowledge the role that christian belief played in the social
movement engendered by martin luther king jr yet few have actually delved into the
complexity of king s theology itself the centrality of one aspect of his theology in
particular imago dei the belief that human beings are made in god s image has been
surprisingly overlooked in this book richard w wills sr offers a comprehensive analysis
of king s appeal for civil rights by investigating his understanding of imago dei wills
begins by tracing the evolution of this idea through the history of christian thought
showing the intellectual sources king drew on in constructing his own beliefs wills
then demonstrates how king employed this idea in his civil rights work the belief that
we are all made in god s image was crucial wills shows to king s understanding of human
nature and equality while king shared with many of his black church forebears the view
that humanity s creation by god was a powerful argument for the equality of all people
he also took the concept much further for king being made in god s image meant that
human beings have not only the right but also the power to reshape society and to build
a beloved community on earth though explicitly grounded in christian faith the doctrine
of imago dei provided king with a theological rationale that was capable of addressing
the needs of the community well beyond the walls of churches wills s thorough
reconsideration king s thought makes the case for his importance as a theologian it
convincingly demonstrates that the concept of imago dei formed the heart of his
theology and in turn that his theology was central to the unfolding of the civil rights
movement

Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Image of God 2009-05-14
are there female male spirits in heavens why did lucifer challenge god god s position
on abortion did god have a beginning what group worshipped god best proof a god what
where is heaven god s reason for man a soul a spirit what is life in heaven like what
is hell what is purgatory who is the holy ghost did god make a mistake who what why god
did god know who would earn heaven why did god not appear to modern man why did god
allow rape sin or murder are love ones from earth reunited in heaven what happens to
the soul at death of the body did we begin at birth or where was our soul spirit before
before the beginning

GOD’S BIOGRAPHY...Before the Beginning? 2014-03-25
british bishop argues for a distinctively christian approach to art

Art and the Beauty of God 2005-01-01
friedman examines how god gradually becomes hidden as the bible progresses and this
phenomenon s place in the formation of judaism and christianity

The Hidden Face of God 1997
over the centuries some of the world s greatest painters have explored and expressed
their faith in god through their art here richard harries invites you to reflect with
him on thirty such artists and to see how their paintings illuminate important aspects
of christian faith and teaching encompassing masterpieces by rembrandt leonardo titian
and caravaggio as well as modern works by chagall spencer and rouault this book
presents the essentials of the faith in a way that will move the reader to respond with
heart as well as head

Seeing God in Art 2020-02-20
it is traditional to think we should praise abraham for his willingness to sacrifice
his son as proof of his love for god but have we misread the point of the story is it
possible that a careful reading of genesis 22 could reveal that god was not pleased
with abraham s silent obedience widely respected biblical theologian creative thinker
and public speaker j richard middleton suggests we have misread and misapplied the
story of the binding of isaac and shows that god desires something other than silent
obedience in difficult times middleton focuses on the ethical and theological problem
of abraham s silence and explores the rich biblical tradition of vigorous prayer
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including the lament psalms as a resource for faith middleton also examines the book of
job in terms of god validating job s lament as right speech showing how the vocal job
provides an alternative to the silent abraham this book provides a fresh interpretation
of genesis 22 and reinforces the church s resurgent interest in lament as an
appropriate response to god

Abraham's Silence 2021-11-16
richard dawkins biologist and best selling author claims that belief in god is a
delusion and that religion harms society dawkins contends that he has reason and
evidence on his side and he dismisses faith as unfounded even irrational dominican
thomas crean tackles dawkins claims head on he presents straightforward arguments for
god s existence and he uses reason and evidence to defend such things as miracles and
the authority of the bible he also shows how god is important for a coherent
understanding of morality and why dawkins approach winds up reducing morality to the
individual s subjective likes and dislikes by demonstrating how dawkins criticisms rest
on misunderstandings superficial readings poor argumentation a lack of historical
awareness and not a little prejudice crean reveals dawkins to be out of his
philosophical and theological depth and his case against god to be fundamentally flawed

God Is No Delusion 2011-02-01
in the tidal wave of intellectual argument that followed the 2006 release of richard
dawkinss god delusion book a fierce debate has raged between atheism and religion over
the existence of god leaving the worlds scientists and laymen largely undecided in
their opinion gods illusion machine presents a fascinating alternative to a debate that
has largely been argued within the framework of christian versus science concepts
drawing upon the worlds oldest body of knowledge the vedas the author describes the
massive illusion to which we are all subjected as we mistakenly believe ourselves to be
physical creations of the material world in gods illusion machine the material world is
gradually exposed as the ultimate virtual reality machine for wayward souls who prefer
a self centred rather than a god centred existence in contrast to richard dawkinss
assertion that the religious are suffering a delusion for believing in god the author
argues that both the atheists and the religious are under the spell of gods deluding
energy called my which acts in reciprocation with a souls desire to be in illusion
within the physical realm by applying the profound spiritual insights of vedic
knowledge along with a healthy dose of common sense and good humour gods illusion
machine is an enthralling expos of the deceptive nature of the material world and the
false claims of materialists regarding the nature of life and love it is a triumph of
spirituality over both atheistic materialism and religious dogmatism gods illusion
machine is a work of major importance realigning western religion philosophy and
science with eternal spiritual truths an enlightening read for both the atheist and the
religious bringing spiritual certainty and true love to bewildered souls in troubled
times for atheists who like a good argument for the religious who are stuck for a reply
to richard dawkins for fans of fantasy and sci fi where forces of light and illusion
contend in battle and for you the reader whatever your disposition this book will
forever change your outlook on life and its meaning as the rising sun disperses the
darkness of night so in the presence of krishna the absolute truth my illusion cannot
stand

God’S Illusion Machine 2013-12-30
what is god what does it mean to believe in god what happens to god after the death of
god this book examines the death of god from a philosophical standpoint it focuses on
monotheism polytheism and nature and it discusses the renewed importance of
spirituality and the spiritual but not religious in response to the death of god in
recent years religious belief has been in decline but secularism cannot satisfy our
spiritual needs we are now living in a post secular age in which the relationship
between philosophy spirituality and religion must be re examined as an exploratory
essay this book engages the reader at a profound level and considers a variety of
modern thinkers including nietzsche hegel freud levinas assmann and buber it offers a
sustained meditation on the origin of god the death of god and the future of god as a
guiding ideal

Reflections on God and the Death of God 2021-10-31
too often the tensions and unanswerable questions of scripture and the christian life
are seen as barriers to faith in paradox lost pastor and author richard hansen shows
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that they are exactly the opposite indeed god s mysteries are one of the places where
we may encounter him most closely in exchange for enlightenment based rationalism that
can stunt spiritual imagination hansen invites readers to discern that there is a
hiddenness to god that can be inviting rather than threatening appreciate that god is
far greater than we sometimes assume and to adjust our mental maps to make more space
for awe realize that faith and reason are not enemies but rather dance partners that
complement one another hansen examines three kinds or orders of biblical paradox each
at a deeper level than the last demonstrating for readers that paradox is both endemic
to modern life and also a natural part of the landscape of christian faith paradox lost
doesn t seek to solve or justify paradox instead it looks through paradox toward what
it reveals namely a holy mysterious and awesome god

Paradox Lost 2016-05-03
john knox ranks among the great leaders of the reformed tradition in particular he made
significant contributions to this movement as it unfolded in scotland in doing so knox
wore many hats prophet pastor preacher reformer statesman revolutionary and more god s
watchman john knox s faith and vocation attempts to connect these aspects of knox s
life being a man of action these roles come to the forefront still they rest on a
particular faith shaped by his interpretation of scripture his view of god and the
events of sixteenth century europe section one of this study establishes these beliefs
part two spells out his vocation namely functioning as a prophet pastor and preacher
all of this his faith and vocation culminated in his revolutionary political ideas
which are the subject of section three

The Complete Works of Richard Sibbes, D.D. 1862
many people are longing to find the footprint of god in their daily lives this
beautiful daily companion is comprised of 365 selections of scripture commentary
meditations and daily exercises to help readers see how they can bring their entire
life into a life with immanuel a god who is with his people in richard foster s best
selling book celebration of discipline he explored the classic disciplines or central
spiritual practices of the christian faith foster showed that it is only by and through
these practices that the true path to spiritual growth can be found in a year with god
the spiritual disciplines are presented in such a way that does not destroy the soul
but enables the reader to enter into a transforming life with god through daily
spiritual exercises and meditations a year with god explores eighteen spiritual
disciplines the inward disciplines of meditation prayer fasting and study offer avenues
of personal examination and change the outward disciplines of simplicity solitude
submission and service help prepare one to make the world a better place the corporate
disciplines of confession worship guidance and celebration bring one nearer to others
and to god each discipline will be given twenty days of readings beginning with
scripture and followed by commentary a meditation and a spiritual exercise practicing
these spiritual disciplines will help readers live intentionally contributing to a more
balanced spiritual life and a reformation of the inner self

God’s Watchman 2014-01-10

Year with God 2016-04-19
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